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- Unlimited Returns
- Excel import/export
- TRACES generated TDS certificates like Form 16/Form 16A
- Accurate TDS calculations
- Easy and explicit TDS return validation Process
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WORRIED ABOUT TDS COMPLIANCES DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC,
WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU WITHOUT ANY HUMAN INTERACTION, ITS SAFE.
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**DOWNLOAD**
“Taxmann’s eTDS software from [https://support.taxmann.com/download-and-install-online-setup.aspx](https://support.taxmann.com/download-and-install-online-setup.aspx) and activate using CD key provided in your mail ID

Prepare TDS returns using our simple and easy process

File and upload TDS returns directly to eFiling portal i.e. [www.incometaxindiaefiling.gov.in](http://www.incometaxindiaefiling.gov.in)

Download TRACES generated TDS certificates Form 16/Form 16A directly through our software and mail to deductees.

#STAYHOME #STAYSAFE #STAYCOMPLIANTWITHTAXMANN

Our support also available to assist you in case of any query at 011-45562222 or mail at support@taxmann.com
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- **TAX DEDUCTION AS PER NEW TAX REGIME (SECTION 115BAC)**
  - Functionality to calculate tax to be deducted on salary as per new Tax regime u/s 115BAC as well as old tax regime.

- **DEDUCTORS/MASTER**
  - Unlimited Deductors/Companies, Deductee & Employees Grouping of Master - Different organizations can be grouped

- **ATTACH DOCUMENTS**
  - Attach related files with Challan/Employee/Transaction - Attachment of file option is given in the Employee/deductee form
  - This can be used to attach copy of PAN/Aadhaar to save your deductees from higher tax deduction
  - Challan copies can also be attached for future references

- **EXPORT & IMPORT**
  - Bulk challan Export
  - Excel import and export feature for preparing correction statement with lesser effort
  - Import Data from Excel files
  - Challans can directly be imported using “Get Challan” option.

- **INTEREST CALCULATOR**
  - Calculator for computing Interest on late deposit of TDS

- **TRACES**
  - TRACES login interface integrated in the software (Requisition of conso (.tds) or Forms 16A & 27D)
  - All Certificates validations through TRACES in single shot
  - Add Challan option to add challan in TRACES account (for correction statement C9)
DEFAULT PREDICTOR NOTICE
- Check for Default Notice-Corrective actions can be taken in advance and file fully compliant e-TDS statement. Save additional cost in interest on delayed deposit and delayed deduction. Save yourself from trouble of attending to notices and filing appeals.

VERIFICATIONS
- Run time verification of challan (optional)

FILE VALIDATION & GENERATION
- Instant display of file validation errors
- Option to download .csi file during file validation
- FVU file generation for return submission in just one click
- Perfect and explicit mechanism of file generation

FORMS/REPORTS
- Auto Generation of Form 12BA
- Generate almost all forms of eTDS/eTCS Return, i.e., 24Q, 26Q, 27Q & 27EQ
- Form 15G and Form 15H
- MIS report for Invalid PAN/Late Payment
- Facility to Check Quarter-wise transaction of Deductees
- TDS certificates like Form 16/Form 16A can directly be downloaded from TRACES

BACKUP
- Ability to save backup online using cloud services like dropbox
- Backup option is given  1. Organization-wise  2. Year-wise  3. Full Backup

EASY PROCESS TO FILE REVISED RETURN
- Very easy process to file correction statement
- Step by step guide to file correction statement is also provided

USEFUL STATUTORY INFORMATION LIKE TAX RATES
- Various useful statutory information related to TDS also provided to update knowledge about recent updates

EASY DATA MIGRATION THROUGH .TDS FILES
- Data can easily be migrated with “Import from .tds files” option.
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Price
₹ 5700 [Single User]
₹ 8100 [MULTI USER]
(Excluding GST)